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Agenda
• Introduction & Overview of 99 Cents Only Stores
• Understanding a Customer’s Journey
• Current Use Cases
• Design Considerations

• Future Roadmap
• Lessons Learned
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About the Speakers
Daniel Dobson
Director, IT Business Portfolio Management
University of Michigan – BS Industrial Engineering
University of Southern California - MBA
Joined 99 Cent Only Stores in 2013
Let the SAP implementation team and now responsible
for overall system support and enhancements
Previous to 99, led business transformation projects as
a management consultant and directed multiple SAP
implementation projects
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About the Speakers
Jason Bielawski
IT Supply Chain Analyst
Northeastern University – BS Business Administration

Joined 99 Cent Only Stores in 2016
Supports the Supply Chain, Logistics and Master Data
Business teams
Previous to 99, led SAP Master Data teams at Tom’s
Shoes and Oakley
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99 Cents Only Stores
▪ Deep Discount Retailer
▪ 390+ Stores (and Growing)
▪ Operations in Western US
▪ High Transactional Volume

▪ Rapidly Changing Assortment
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99 Cents Only Stores
Major Markets
CA
NV

$2 Billion Deep Discount Retailer
Running SAP since 2013
SAP ECC6
~200 SAP Users
SAP Modules: MM, FI, CO, AM,
POS, POS-DM, BW on HANA
• ~10-15 Winshuttle Users
• ~25-30 Winshuttle Scripts
•
•
•
•

AZ
TX
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Our Winshuttle Journey
Winshuttle was procured with
our initial SAP purchase & we
went live in early 2013

Winshuttle initially limited to
master data uploads; after full ERP
implementation, it was expanded
for use with Fixed Assets

The combination of business
knowledge and prior
experience with Winshuttle
greatly expanded our ability to
leverage the tool

SAP-POS (Traversity) was
procured along with SAP ECC
for Retail Master Data
Management in late 2010

ECC was expanded to full ERP
functionality in 2015 to support
Procure-to-Pay (MM) and Record-toReport (FICO) business processes

A year after ‘go-live’, Winshuttle was still
underutilized and The organization
struggled to find a product champion until
Jason joined the team
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The Challenge
• In addition to SAP, we also replaced our WMS, HR,
and Replenishment systems over the past five
years
• After years of massive capital projects to upgrade
our IT infrastructure, management challenged IT
to drive more business benefits from our software
solutions
• With a focus on process automation and business
optimization, Winshuttle became a key focus for
the SAP team
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The Solution
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Major Use Cases – deep dive example
Challenge:
In our high-volume, rapidly changing
environment, creating and maintaining item
master data was a bottle neck to the
business. Delays in accurate item setup led
to delays in procurement and distribution.
Solution:
Leveraged Winshuttle to develop upload
scripts for mass article creation, UPC upload,
and adding article attributes.

Benefits:
• Reduced article setup time
• Enabled “speed of the deal”
• Reduced data entry errors
• Supported regular updates of master data
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Major Use Cases – more examples
Functional Area

Challenge

Solution

Benefits

Fixed Assets

As we build out new stores, we have hundreds
of assets per site that need to transition from
Capital Work-In-Progress to Fixed Assets
upon completion of construction. This was a
manual, time-consuming, error-prone process.

Built Winshuttle scripts to support mass asset
creation as well as addressing highly complex
asset transfer and disposal processes.

•
•

With the high turnover of our assortment and
large volume, small value seasonal and closeout purchases, data entry was prone to error
and caused delays in the PO Creation
process.

Designed Winshuttle scripts to replace manual
PO creation process for Seasonal, Import and
Close-Out procurement types. Also created
scripts to update PO’s with logistic data to
support inbound Supply Chain optimization
efforts.

•
•

The integration of a 3rd party replenishment
system introduced the need for more complex
master data, including Vendor Sub-Ranges, in
SAP to automate the end-to-end procurement
process.

Linking multiple Winshuttle scripts together
was required to seamlessly create vendor,
vendor sub-range and article master data to
support the new replenishment process

•
•

As a perpetual inventory program was
implemented across the retail chain, the need
for large volume material transactions and
adjustments became too resource intensive for
the business to support.

Winshuttle scripts were developed to enable
mass corrections of inventory transactions
such as store transfers, DC shipment errors,
scrap adjustments and physical inventory
uploads.

•

Merchandise
Procurement

DC Replenishment

Inventory Accounting

•

•

•

•

Replaced previous manual process
Reduced resource requirements in
Asset Management team
Increased data integrity

Replaced previous manual process
Reduced resource requirements in
Asset Management team
Increased data integrity

Eliminated manual steps
Simplified complex data entry
scenarios
Combined setup processes that
spanned departments
Reduced labor hours required in
Inventory Accounting department
Enabled rapid resolution of large
volume transactional errors
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Aha! Moments
• Creative combination of a transaction script with a query provided
the user a list of the master data created (UPC based Article
creation)

• Linking multiple transaction scripts together allowed more complex
data upload scenarios (Vendor Sub-Range creation)
• With the move to perpetual inventory, manual processes were no
longer possible; Winshuttle was needed to support many of the
new business requirements
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Design Considerations
•
•
•
•

Design scripts for big picture but develop for specific cases
Nail down detailed requirements early
Leverage existing forms and processes whenever possible
Other technical considerations
–
–
–
–
–

Consider current and future Sharepoint versions in roadmap
Don’t forget about role and security implications
Single Sign-On
RFC Authorizations in Roles
Advanced run options must be determined prior to publishing scripts
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Future Plans – The Road Ahead
• Continue to expand use of upload scripts
• Upgrade to latest version
• Expand use of query functionality
• Implement workflow for Master Data Management
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Lessons Learned
• Empower a Champion
• Involve your System Architect early & keep engaged
• Make the Business own the solution
• Communicate and celebrate the successes
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Questions?
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Thank you
Remember to complete your session evaluation!
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Download & login to the WUG app!
Download from the
AppStore or Google Play

Click the menu icon & select
Login for more features

Find sessions, build a
schedule, network & more!

Have questions? Ask a Winshuttle team member!
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Remember to
complete the
session survey!
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